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‘Trust by Execution and Results’ 

Successful Hospitality Asset Management and Operational Consultancy require a 
holistic overview and understanding of the complete business and its environment. A 
unique industry where both strategic and analytical thinking, as well as operational 
know-how, are critical to success.  

Throughout our life, we had the privilege to learn about different cultures, be 
associated with fanatic companies and learn the trades of; 

• Hospitality Asset Management 
• Hospitality Operation Management 

The Value of differentiation is a strength which Butscher Consulting embraces, to 
reach your goals and objectives. All our services are centric to your success, leading 
us to create opportunities for you and your business and projects.

ABOUT US
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OUR  
TWO CORE 
SERVICES

VALUE PROPOSITION

HOSPITALITY ASSET MANAGEMENT 
HOTEL ASSET MANAGEMENT 

FOOD & BEVERAGE ASSET MANAGEMENT 
PROJECT & CONCEPT ADVISORY 

HOSPITALITY OPERATIONAL CONSULTANCY 
HOTEL OPERATIONAL CONSULTANCY 

FOOD & BEVERAGE OPERATIONAL CONSULTANCY 
PRE-OPENING ADVISORY 
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‘SUCCESS BY EXECUTION’ 

Throughout the years we have gained 
extensive hospital ity experience, 
ensuring the very best results for our 
partner’s properties and projects. 

We know what it takes to make your 
investment a success and understand 
the challenges to own hospitality 
properties and recognize that it can be a 
daunting task, given the ever-increasing 
costs of development, operations and 
the growing supply of competition.  

Our primary aim is to sustainably 
increase your revenues and profits and 
to reach the IRR targets by meticulously 
monitoring the way the asset is 
managed.

HOSPITALITY ASSET 
MANAGEMENT
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‘SUCCESS BY EXECUTION’  

OPCO MANAGEMENT 

While we work very closely with 
operators, our objectives differ slightly 
from theirs - as our objectives are to 
execute your goals and strategies. The 
objectives of an operator may not 
always be in line with the interests of 
the owning company. 

We will ensure that OPCO’s execute the 
owning company Mission & Vision in line 
with the management agreement.

HOSPITALITY ASSET 
MANAGEMENT
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We provide you with exceptional service that delivers measurable results. Our 
services are founded on a simple and effective strategy, personal engagement, 
acquire and use the right tools, and support the on-site team with focused 
operations, financial and marketing consultancy. 

Goals, Desired Performance Results 
• To manage your Asset in 100% compliance with your Vision & Mission 

Statement 
• To sustainable exceed your financial Goals and Objectives 
• To establish your Brand and to increase your Brand Equity 

Tactics, How We Intend To Get There 
• Establish and execute the Vision & Mission Action Plan 
• Review and execute budgets objectives to achieve the set targets; 

aggressive revenue strategies paired with cost managements concepts 
and solutions 

• Brand equity action plan - measurable targets and action plan

HOW WE INTEND TO GET  YOU THERE
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‘EXCELLENCE BY EXECUTION’ 

The right strategy and adversary makes 
the difference between a good operation 
and an outstanding one. We offer a range 
of consultancy services, from operational 
eva luat ions to operat iona l des ign 
assessment, to make sure that your 
operation stands out from the crowd and 
average. 
We have the credentials and capability to 
offer evaluation and analysis of your 
business operations. Assessments can 
range from an isolated or potentially 
stagnant area of concern, to an in-depth 
and complete overhaul of operations. We 
make qualified recommendations and 
provide advice on implementation, with the 
aim of making a real difference in the 
overall running and profitability of your 
business.

HOSPITALITY OPERATIONAL 
CONSULTANCY 
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Client satisfaction, market reputation paired with superior financial performance are 
key focus points of all our actions to drive your respective operation. Butscher 
Consulting reputation for forward-thinking strategic capabilities in operational 
management and revenue enhancement will support to achieve your goals. 

Goals, Desired Performance Results 
• To be recognized to operate innovative, dynamic, authentic business paired 

with excellent service and client experience 
• Sustainable exceed budget targets and to demonstrate superior financial 

performance against identified competition 
• To establish long term strategies and objectives to achieve growth and 

consistent operational performance 

Tactics, How We Intend To Get There 
• Execution of Vision & Mission Statement; frequently audit of all aspects of 

the operation 
• Execution of Sales & Marketing plan and well structured communication 

campaigns 
• Execute Cost Management without compromising on your brand promise

HOW WE INTEND TO GET YOU THERE
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Let’s Talk

butscher.consulting@icloud.com
www.butscherconsulting.com

+48 508 637 000

http://www.butscherconsulting.com

